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WELCOME BACK FOR A FANTASTIC WINTER TERM!

I hope everyone had a great break and feels rested and ready to dive in!

Announcing Food Science Source™: A Database for All of Your Food Industry Information Needs

The library is pleased to announce a new addition to our database family this year—Food Science Source™. Produced by EBSCOhost®, Food Science Source™ offers cover-to-cover full-text coverage for more than 1,300 publications to support the information needs of the food industry, including academic journals, monographs, magazines, and trade publications.

Food Science Source™ covers many sectors that are integral to the food industry including agribusiness, food & beverage science, food packaging, food processing, food/culinary innovation, and much more! In addition, this database offers benchmarks and best practices, providing examples of food science-related practices from a wide range of industry players.

Food Science Source™ is a fantastic addition to the library’s selection of databases. Try it out today! Ask your librarian if you would like more information about this new database.

~ Becky Croxton

Reminder

During this January, we will observe M.L. King Jr. Day on January 17. Please note that the Library will be closed that day. We will have usual hours both the Sunday before and resume regular hours on Tuesday January 18.
What are you studying at JWU Charlotte?
I am studying culinary arts and baking and pastry.

What is something that your classmates would be surprised to find out about you?
I played drums in the marching band for all four years of high school.

What do you do for fun?
I like to go hunting and mud bogging when I’m back home; otherwise I like to have dinner with my friends and hangout.

Name one place on earth you’d like to travel to, and why
I would love to go to Nashville, TN. I love country music and the way it originated, therefore going to the birthplace of most country music artist would be amazing.

What do you like to read? Who’s your favorite author?
Romantic comedies as well as some science fiction and/or fantasy. My favorite author would have to be Jennifer Cruise.

If you weren’t studying in the field you are, what would you be doing?
Doing something else where I could express my creativity, most likely a type of art.
What do you do at JWU Charlotte?

I specialize in assisting students with securing internships in the Charlotte area. Majors I work with include culinary arts, pastry arts, hotel management and sports/entertainment/event management. One of the best parts about my career is seeing students’ transformations during their 4 years at JWU. Also, it is great to see how successful they become a few years after graduation.

What is something that your coworkers would be surprised to find out about you?

There isn’t much they would be surprised to know about me. I’ve worked with the majority of them for 5+ years.

What do you do for fun?

In my down time, I enjoy traveling, reading, and beadwork.

Name one place on Earth you’d like to travel to, and why.

One place on my “bucket list” is the Grand Canyon. There are years of earth's geological history exposed through the layers of rock. I imagine it to be breathtakingly beautiful!!

What do you like to read? Who is your favorite author?

Fiction all the way! Some of my favorite authors are: Dean Koontz, Stephen King, Patricia Cornwell and Janet Evanovich.

If you weren’t working in the field you’re in now, what would you be doing?

This is hard to say for sure. I would imagine I would be in higher educational feeding (foodservice at colleges/universities) or some aspect of event planning.

Welcome to our newest intern, Betty Thomas.

Betty is a Masters student in the Library and Information Studies program at UNCG.

While interning at the JWU-Charlotte Library, she will be providing Reference assistance, Instruction assistance, as well as providing extra support for faculty research.

So while you’re in the Library, if you see a new face, take a moment to meet our new intern.
DATABASE BY SUBJECT GUIDE

Need some help finding a good database for your subject? – try the
Databases by Subject Guide (http://jwucharlotte.libguides.com/databasesbysubject)

This Directory will help you find a database related to your topic or subject need – just use the Directory
List or Search above by School.
A World of Cake:

150 Recipes for Sweet Traditions From Cultures Near and Far

by Krystina Castella  Reference Desk TX771 .C35 2010

Krystina Castella teaches at the Art Center College of Design in Pasadena, California. A bake sale was held to raise money for student scholarships. Students from the United States brought their favorite cakes made from recipes received from home. The international students translated the word, cake, into their native traditions resulting in a wide variety of “cakes” and sweets. Castella was surprised at the variety of sweets and at how the students loved telling stories associated with them. This book, A World of Cake, was the result of that bake sale experience.

Castella in A World of Cake explores the history of cake and the many international holidays associated with it. She covers the subject very thoroughly as she divides the cakes according to their texture going from creamy to chewy and from dense to fluffy. Castella takes time to go over the basics from mixing to the final decorations.

The most important part of the book is history she includes with each recipe. Castella also has a brief historical and cultural overview at the beginning of each chapter for each area of the world included. These areas include North America, Latin America, Western and Central Europe, the British Isles, Scandinavia, Eastern Europe, the Mediterranean, Africa, the Middle East, the Indian Subcontinent, the Far East, Southeast Asia, Australia, and New Zealand.

A World of Cake: 150 Recipes for Sweet Traditions From Cultures Near and Far is a treasure for anyone who needs information cultural and historical information about cakes.

Jean Moats

Local Events

Have you ever heard of Charlotte Restaurant Week?

What is it? An exciting 10-Day celebration of Charlotte’s food scene.

When is it? January 21-30, 2011

Where is it? A variety of restaurants around town.

How does it work? Participating upscale restaurants offer a 3-course dinner, from a limited menu, for $30.

Where can I get more information? Check out http://www.charlotterestaurantweek.com/ for details.
New Arrivals


The Accident Man: a Novel / Tom Cain

Aftershock: the Next Economy and America's Future / Robert B. Reich

Alcohol in Popular Culture: an Encyclopedia E-book / Rachel Black, editor

All Fired Up!: 250 Fresh and Flavorful Grilling Recipes / Margaret Howard

Almost a Miracle: the American Victory in the War of Independence / John Ferling

The American Beauty Industry Encyclopedia E-book / Julie Willett, editor

The American Revolution / Edward Countryman

American Universities and Colleges E-book

Anarchy Evolution: Faith, Science, and Bad Religion in a World Without God / Greg Graffin & Steve Olson

Another Country / James Baldwin

Anthony Bourdain, No Reservations. Collection 4 DVD

The Art of Choosing / Sheena Iyengar

The Art of Food Presentation DVD

Artisan Breads: at Home with the Culinary Institute of America / Eric Kastel, Cathy Charles.

As If an Enemy's Country: the British Occupation of Boston and the Origins of Revolution / Richard Archer

At Our Table: Favorite Recipes to Share with the People You Love / recipes by Roxie Kelley

Au Revoir to All That: Food, Wine, and the End of France / Michael Steinberger

Back of the Box Cooking: 30-minute Meals: 500 Quick and Easy Family Recipes from America's Favorite Brands / edited by Barbara Greenman

The Ball Is Round: a Global History of Soccer / David Goldblatt

Battle Grounds DVD: Ball or Fall

The Best Soups in the World / Clifford A. Wright

The Big Book of BBQ: Recipes and Revelations From the Barbecue Belt / [from the editors of Southern Living]

The Blackberry Farm Cookbook: Four Seasons of Great Food and the Good Life / Sam Beall; introduction by Molly O'Neill

Blood Diamonds: Tracing the Deadly Path of the World's Most Precious Stones / Greg Campbell

Blood Promise / Richelle Mead

The Boat of a Million Years / Poul Anderson

The Boston Massacre / by Hiller B. Zobel

Brunetti's Cookbook / recipes by Roberta Pianaro; culinary stories by Donna Leon

Burger Parties: Featuring Winning Recipes From Sutter Home Winery's Build a Better Burger Contest / James McNair and Jeffrey Starr

Cake: a Global History / Nicola Humble

A Call for Character Education and Prayer in the Schools E-book / William H. Jeynes

Can't Stop, Won't Stop: a History of the Hip-Hop Generation / Jeff Chang; introduction by DJ Kool Herc

The Carolina Way: Leadership Lessons From a Life in Coaching / Dean Smith and Gerald D. Bell with John Kilgo

Caviar: a Global History / Nichola Fletcher

Chasing Destiny / Eric Jerome Dickey

The Cheese Chronicles: a Journey Through the Making and Selling of Cheese in America, from Field to Farm to Table / Liz
Entrepreneurship / David Stokes, Nick Wilson, Martha Mador

Expecting Mercy DVD

Faculty Advising Examined: Enhancing the Potential of College Faculty as Advisors / Gary L. Kramer, editor


Feet and Footwear: a Cultural Encyclopedia E-book / Margo DeMello

Fierce Conversations: Achieving Success at Work & in Life, One Conversation at a Time / Susan Scott

Food Around the World: a Cultural Perspective / Margaret McWilliams

The Food and Culture Around the World Handbook / Helen C. Brittin.

Food Fight DVD

Food in the Movies / Steve Zimmerman

Food Wine Rome: a Terroir Guide / by David Downie3

Foodmatters DVD.

Foods of the Americas: Native Recipes and Traditions / Fernando and Marlene Divina

Frankenstein, or, the Modern Prometheus / Mary Shelley

Frankenstein: the Graphic Novel / Mary Shelley; script adaptation Jason Coble; American English adaptation: Joe Sutliff Sanders

Freedom / Jonathan Franzen

Freedom By Any Means: Con Games, Voodoo Schemes, True Love and Lawsuits on the Underground Railroad / Betty DeRamus

The French and Indian War: Deciding the Fate of North America / Walter R. Borneman

The Frog Prince / Jane Porter

From Management Goal Setting to Organizational Results: Transforming Strategies into Action / Keith Curtis

From Resistance to Revolution: Colonial Radicals and the Development of American Opposition to Britain, 1765-1776 / by Pauline Maier

Frostbite / Richelle Mead

The Glory Game / Hunter Davies

Glory Road: My Story of the 1966 NCAA Basketball Championship and How One Team Triumphed Against the Odds and Changed America Forever / Don Haskins with Dan Wetzel

Gone, Baby, Gone: a Novel / Dennis Lehane

The Good Stuff Cookbook / Spike Mendelsohn with Micheline Mendelsohn;

Grateful Dawg: Jerry Garcia, David Grisman DVD


House M.D. Season Five DVD

House M.D. Season Six DVD

House Rules: a Novel / Jodi Picoult


How to Feed Your Whole Family a Healthy, Balanced Diet / Gill Holcombe

Human Footprint DVD

I have No Mouth & I must Scream / Harlan Ellison

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks / Rebecca Skloot

Immortal Milk: Adventures in Cheese / Eric LeMay

Invention of the Modern Cookbook Ebook / Sandra Sherman
Invictus DVD
Jarhead: a Marine’s Chronicle of the Gulf War and Other Battles / Anthony Swofford
Join Us at the Embassy / by Summer Whitford
Julie & Julia DVD
Keys to Good Cooking: a Guide to Making the Best of Foods and Recipes / Harold McGee
Kids’ Cakes from the Whimsical Bakehouse and Other Treats for Colorful Celebrations / Liv Hansen & Kaye Hansen
The Knights Templar DVD
Last Sacrifice / Richelle Mead
Leadership and the New Science: Discovering Order in a Chaotic World / Margaret J. Wheatley.
A Leap in the Dark: the Struggle to Create the American Republic / John Ferling
Learning the Literacy Practices of Graduate School: Insiders’ Reflections on Academic Enculturation / Christine Pearson Casanave, Xiaoming Li, editors
Lost / Gregory Maguire
The Low-fructose Approach to Weight Control / by George A. Bray
The Lowering of Higher Education in America: Why Financial Aid Should Be Based on Student Performance E-book / Jackson Toby
Mainspring / Jay Lake
Managing Food and Nutrition Services: for the Culinary, Hospitality, and Nutrition Professions / edited by Sari F. Edelstein
Maus I: a Survivor’s Tale: My Father Bleeds History / Art Spiegelman
Mayflower: a Story of Courage, Community, and War / Nathaniel Philbrick
Meat Science: an Introductory Text / P.D. Warriss
Memoir of Samuel Slater, the Father of American Manufactures; Connected with a History of the Rise and Progress of the Cotton Manufacture in England and America, with Remarks on the Moral Influence of Manufactories in the United States
Milk: a Global History / Hannah Velten
The Minutemen and Their World / Robert A. Gross
Miss Dahl's Voluptuous Delights: Recipes for Every Season, Mood and Appetite / Sophie Dahl
Mint Condition: How Baseball Cards Became an American Obsession / Dave Jamieson
The Nasty Bits: Collected Varietal Cuts, Usable Trim, Scraps, and Bones / Anthony Bourdain
Never Work Harder than Your Students & Other Principles of Great Teaching / Robyn R. Jackson
The New Book of Soups: Over 160 New and Improved Recipes for Soups and Stews of Every Variety, with Illustrated Step-by-Step Techniques from the World’s Premier Culinary College / the Culinary Institute of America
New Research on Food Habits / Kaito Hasegawa and Haruto Takahashi, editors
The One Hundred: a Guide to the Pieces Every Stylish Woman Must Own / Nina Garcia
Open Season / C.J. Box
Pandora's Seed: the Unforeseen Costs of Civilization / Spencer Wells
Parable of the Sower / Octavia E. Butler


Planetwalker / Text and Illustrations by John Francis

Playing the Enemy: Nelson Mandela and the Game that Made a Nation / John Carlin

Please Understand Me: Character & Temperament Types / David Keirsey, Marilyn Bates

Porch Parties: Cocktail Recipes and Easy Ideas for Outdoor Entertaining / Denise Gee

Practicing Leadership: Principles and Applications / Arthur Shriberg, David L. Shriberg, Richa Kumari

Prevention for the Health of North Carolina: An Interim Report of the NCIOM Task Force on Prevention / North Carolina Institute of Medicine in collaboration with the North Carolina Division of Public Health


Professional Chef: Level 1 Diploma / Neil Rippington

Professional Chef: Level 2 Diploma / Gary Hunter

Professional Chef: Level 3 S/NVQ / Gary Hunter, Terry Tinton

Quiet Strength: A Memoir / Tony Dungy with Nathan Whitaker

The Race Between Education and Technology / Claudia Goldin, Lawrence F. Katz

Reach for the Summit: The Definite Dozen System for Succeeding at Whatever You Do / Pat Summitt with Sally Jenkins

Rebels and Redcoats: the American Revolution Through the Eyes of Those Who Fought and Lived It / [Edited by] George F. Scheer and Hugh F. Rankin

Renewing America's Food Traditions: Saving and Savoring the Continent's Most Endangered Foods / Edited and Introduced by Gary Paul Nabhan

The Restaurant at the End of the Universe / Douglas Adams

Restaurant Food Service Equipment / John A. Drysdale

Rethinking Retention in Good Times and Bad: Breakthrough Ideas for Keeping Your Best Workers / Richard P. Finnegan


Rock'n'Roll Babylon / Gary Herman

The Saint Valentine's Day Murders / Ruth Dudley Edwards

Savory Sweets: From Ingredients to Plated Desserts / Amy Felder

The Science of the Oven / Hervé This

Shadow Men / Jonathon King

The Silver Spoon: Pasta

Sleeping with Strangers / Eric Jerome Dickey

The Sono Baking Company Cookbook: the Best Sweet and Savory Recipes for Every Occasion / John Barricelli

Sous Vide for the Home Cook / Douglas E. Baldwin; with a forward by Drs. Michael and Mary Dan Eades

Spice Dreams: Flavored Ice Creams and Other Frozen Treats / Sara Engram and Katie Luber; with Nancy Meadows and Kimberly Toqe

Spirit Bound / Richelle Mead
The Stamp Act Crisis: Prologue to Revolution / Edmund S. Morgan & Helen M. Morgan

Steve Jobs: Apple & iPod Wizard / Scott Gilgam

The Streets Keep Calling / Chunichi

Successful Coaching / Rainer Martens

Sugar Daddy / Lisa Kleypas

Sugar Decoration Techniques with Ewald Notscher DVD

Sustainably Delicious: Making the World a Better Place, One Recipe at a Time / Michel Nischan with Mary Goodbody

Team-Based Learning: a Transformative Use of Small Groups in College Teaching / edited by Larry K. Michaelsen, Arletta Bauman Knight, L. Dee Fink

Templar Code DVD

That Extra Half an Inch: [Hair, Heels and Everything in Between] / Victoria Beckham with Hadley Freeman

A Theory of Goal Setting & Task Performance / Edwin A. Locke, Gary P. Latham with contributions by Ken J. Smith, Robert E. Wood

Theology on the Menu: Asceticism, Meat and Christian Diet / David Grumett and Rachel Muers

The Times of Their Lives: Life, Love, and Death in Plymouth Colony / James Deetz and Patricia Scott Deetz

The Unknown American Revolution: the Unruly Birth of Democracy and the Struggle to Create America / Gary B. Nash

Vampires / by John Steakley

A World of Cake: 150 Recipes for Sweet Traditions from Cultures Near and far / Krystina Castella

Winning Every Day: the Game Plan for Success / Lou Holtz

A World of Cake: 150 Recipes for Sweet Traditions from Cultures Near and far / Krystina Castella

WWD: 100 Years, 100 Designers

X'ed Out / Charles Burns

Your Brain at Work: Strategies for Overcoming Distraction, Regaining Focus, and Working Smarter All Day Long / David Rock

The Zero: a Novel / Jess Walter